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To understand how physics faculty design and teach their Introductory Physics for Life Sciences (IPLS) courses, we analyzed interviews with faculty to learn about their ideas about their students. We focused specifically on the narratives faculty use to reason about their students as future professionals and how that related to their learning goals for such courses. We found that faculty reason about their students’ needs when describing curricular design decisions in a range of ways, including with a strong sense of personal responsibility towards students’ preparation, justification about what students have an interest in or will need in the future, and imagined relations between the faculty’s self and professionals in the students’ field of study. To better support physics faculty in teaching interdisciplinary physics courses, we aim to help faculty become more aware of their stances toward their students. This analysis suggests ways of broadening the narratives that faculty use to understand their life science students.
I. INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS FOR LIFE SCIENCES

Many undergraduate physics major programs are densely-packed and highly-standardized in nature [1]. For many physics faculty, the undergraduate curriculum for physics majors goes unquestioned. At this time, however, the introductory physics curriculum for life science majors is being actively questioned and reconsidered. Professionals from other disciplines have called for a shift in priorities for the preparation of pre-medical, health sciences, and life sciences students [2-4]. These visions have resulted in substantive changes to major assessments for admittance to medical schools (i.e. the MCATs) [5], and have contributed to the changing landscape of introductory physics for life sciences (IPLS) echoing calls for students to have experiences “applying the concepts of chemistry and physics to situations that apply to the understanding of living systems” [Ref. 5, p. 173].

In response to these calls, physics faculty have developed multiple different innovative approaches to IPLS courses that reflect different prioritizations of stakeholders’ needs and values [6-12]. However, there is little consensus on how these courses should be taught and what learning goals should be prioritized. For example, organizers of the recent 2014 IPLS conference report that there were, “vigorous discussions about what standard introductory physics topics might be eliminated or treated with significantly less detail than in the traditional introductory physics course... but all agreed that detailed decisions should lie with the individual instructor” [Ref. 13, p. 5]. The contested nature of the curriculum for such courses makes it a particularly interesting context for investigating faculty’s reasoning about course design.

Other education scholars have described the moral, political and value-laden nature of education [14-15]. This means that fundamentally what is prioritized in IPLS course curricula is reflective of the values of course instructors and how they navigate the values of other stakeholders in society.

In this study, we investigate which and whose values are reflected in physics instructors’ reasoning about what to prioritize in IPLS courses. Specifically, we ask: What justifications do physics faculty offer for what they prioritize in their IPLS curriculum?

II. METHODS TO STUDY FACULTY REASONING

A. Data collection & study sample

As part of the larger Living Physics Portal project, we conducted semi-structured reflective interviews with 29 physics faculty teaching introductory physics for the life sciences (IPLS) in the US [16-17]. The purpose of these reflective interviews in part was to learn about: the variety of IPLS courses, faculty members’ current pedagogical practices, how faculty perceive their course planning process and go about making sense of materials that were developed by others.

Of the original 29 interviews, we spoke with 13 faculty in remote video conferences and visited 16 faculty at their institutions. The styles of IPLS courses faculty were teaching varied significantly. Some of these courses followed the typical content outline for an introductory physics course and added some life science-relevant examples to the course. In others, the sequence and topics had been more drastically changed to align with the faculty member’s understanding of what life science majors need.

For the preliminary analysis in this paper, we analyzed a subset of 14 interviews. These included 10 faculty from doctoral granting institutions, 1 from a bachelors granting institution and 3 from associates granting institutions. This sample includes faculty from across the US (5 West, 5 South, 3 Midwest, 1 Northeast). We perceived ten faculty as masculine and 4 as feminine, and the majority of faculty in this subset as white (12 out of 14). We plan to follow up with participants to self-report salient features of their identity.

Usually there were two interviewers talking to each faculty member. One interviewer took the primary role in asking questions and the other listened, took notes and chimed in with additional questions. The interviewers worked from a common protocol, but asked a variety of follow-up questions depending on what the participant talked about. The interview protocol listed questions for faculty about their course, students and course planning process including before the term starts and week-by-week during the term. Other interview questions about faculty’s participation in online communities or in successful collaborations contributed to the design of the Living Physics Portal website, but not substantially to the current analysis [16].

B. Qualitative analysis of interview data

To understand the extent to which students influenced the participants’ IPLS curriculum development, we searched the interview transcripts for instances where instructors talked about the students enrolled in their classes. Qualitative analysis software, NVivo 12 Pro, aided the transcript coding process. Initial development of codes entailed iterative analysis and discussion among all three authors about student themes in five transcripts. We reduced and clarified the code for “Students” (when instructors talked about students in their class), then two authors applied this code to two additional transcripts [18]. Estimates of interrater reliability on use of the “Students” code on the two new transcripts provided satisfactory results (87.2 and 89.9 percent agreement; kappa coefficients 0.73 and 0.75), then remaining transcripts were coded independently without discussion [19-20]. We coded 14 transcripts total; findings here represent only this
preliminary work that is not generalizable beyond the subsample analyzed. Iterative discussion and review of the entire reduced dataset allowed authors to (A) list the variation and disagreement around what topics participants named that students should study, (B) explore participants’ varying justifications for those decisions, and (C) identify students’ influence relative to other stakeholders shared over those decisions.

Pragmatic concerns prompted analysis for faculty’s statements about IPLS topics and justifications for their stances. Later, researcher values around centering students in the classroom and acknowledging historical patterns of unequal power between faculty and students make a sociopolitical lens useful for interpretation of findings [21–22]. Specifically, gathering evidence about who decides the curriculum is one measure of power that has been identified in mathematics education research, and which offers physics education researchers a useful tool for examining new IPLS classes [23–26].

III. FINDINGS

We found that when talking about their students, instructors shared (A) many ideas about what students should get out of their IPLS class, (B) varying justifications for why those outcomes are important for their students, and (C) that instructors drew from other faculty and printed resources more than from current (or past) students to decide how to connect the class with students’ interests and needs.

A. Faculty named topics, skills, and ways of thinking as what students need from IPLS courses

When talking about their students, interviewees named topics to understand and skills to gain and described ways of thinking and communicating as desired outcomes of their students’ participation in IPLS courses.

1. Topics and skills to prioritize or avoid

Valuable topics and skills for IPLS students included unit conversions, “how tendons can pull and move muscles,” torque applied to the movement of the arm, how electromagnetic waves interact with biological systems, electricity and nerve conduction, voltage around neuroscience, waves focused on sound, electricity focusing on cell membranes as capacitors, mechanics in muscular structure, optics of the eye, physics of medical instruments like magnetic resonance, buoyancy, physical science topics on the MCAT, and technical skills in math, quantitative reasoning, critical thinking, and analysis. Aside from these important topics, faculty also specified topics and skills that are unimportant for life sciences students or that should be avoided, such as, “complicated details of a system of tendons,” pulleys, cylinders rolling downhill, circular motion, projectile motion, relativity, optics, plugging numbers into calculators, and memorization. Notably, interviewees in our sample disagreed about the importance of torque, circular motion, and optics to life sciences students, consistent with earlier reports on faculty discussions about which topics to include in introductory physics for life sciences (IPLS) classes [13].

2. Desired ways of thinking and communicating

Faculty described ways of thinking and communicating as additional goals for IPLS students. For example, interviewees reported that students should “have the right learning approach for the [MCAT] that they need to take,” use “simple models applicable to a wide range of phenomena,” “see science as a unified whole,” “think of problems in a particular manner unique to physics,” develop habits of mind, use “logical reasoning that produces an answer,” learn cooperatively, use “logical, physics-y thinking,” practice “how you’re putting together ideas and communicating them,” and “describe these concepts using your own words but correct scientific language.” One interviewee specified that the preferred problem-solving approach entails advance thinking followed by deliberate forward progress instead of trying many things without careful planning until one works. Two participants shared affective learning goals for their IPLS students. Bud (all interviewee names have been changed to pseudonyms) described being motivated to teach well enough that his students won’t say, “I hated physics;” in the future. Harley has another example of an affective goal, stating, “We also have to make them believe that it’s important, and they can do it,” which is why he connects concepts in class to “whatever [else] they’re studying.” Goals to change students’ learning approaches, perspectives, and ways of thinking and communicating were important to some physics faculty in our sample, but progress towards these goals within IPLS courses and transferability of these skills by students to other contexts warrants further investigation beyond the scope of this study.

B. Faculty provided varying justifications for their desired learning outcomes for their students

Justifications for desired outcomes for their students included the following varieties: (1) explicit link to importance for the assumed future professions of particular majors, (2) explicit link to helping students succeed in IPLS classes, or (3) little to no justification.

1. Justification based on assumed future professions

In some cases, faculty’s justification for the learning goal of the IPLS course was explicit and related to students’ lives after completing the class. For example, Alton stated, “I’m all for unit conversions, especially for medical people,” and
specified that knowing, “the difference between a milligram and a microgram,” is relevant to his students. Patricia explained, “I think that the reason you take this course is… because physicians realize that there’s some set of skills that comes out of breaking up problems and working on a piece even if you can’t see what the end point is. There’s an analytic process there that’s going to help you become a better diagnostician.” Harley related, “I think it's important, again because of my personal experiences, and the idea of being at a doctor's, and this doctor saying, ‘Well, we're going to use magnetic resonance to be able to study something,' … So to me, the doctors… are going to really need to be more technically adept.” Harley chose to emphasize technical knowledge with IPLS students because he viewed them as future doctors who would need to interpret magnetic resonance imaging data. Blake explained, “I also try to sell them on the idea that it's not just that you're going to be, you know calculating forces in your future career because you probably won't be but on that problem solving aspect…That is huge to me.” Blake clearly distinguished some activities in the class, like “calculating forces”, from what will be needed in students’ careers, but justified them as contributing to the goal of improving “analysis abilities.” Bud explained, “I tell … doctors and nurses… I say, 'I teach physics.' They go, ‘I hated physics.’ So… I wanted to teach physics well so that at least some people wouldn't say that.” One of Bud’s big learning goals in his IPLS course is to positively influence the attitudes of future doctors and nurses, who he assumes are his students, about physics. In each of these cases, the faculty’s justification relates to the assumed future profession of the students in the class.

2. Justification based on assumed interests of students to encourage high in-class engagement

Interviewed faculty justified what was important in IPLS courses by focusing on what would help students engage and succeed while they are in the class. Sinclair, who recently started teaching the IPLS course under the mentorship of a prior instructor shared that, “He was saying what we should be teaching doctors about things related to biosciences and medicine and not about pulleys and cylinders rolling downhill; they don’t seem to care about that.” Here, students’ “care” about topics in the class helped them to engage more actively with interesting materials. Greta described changing the IPLS course over time to better engage students in the class: “As the majority of students have a major that is related to life sciences, we hope that we can get more attention from them to those physics concepts by relating the material to life science topics.” In these two examples, the justification for the topic in the class was to relate to students’ inferred interests given by their majors in order to increase engagement and attention from students in the class. Another example shows justification for omitting something in a textbook from class because it may discourage students. Alton says, “There is one example… that’s like, ‘Here’s how this system of tendons works.’ And you’re like, ‘No, No, they don’t need to see that’… It can make them discouraged because like, ‘Should I know how to do this?’ There’s nowhere in here that I, or the book, have taught them how to do that.” Alton assumed that overly complicated examples from a textbook would have the undesirable effect of discouraging students.

3. Unspecified justification during the interview

Some participants made claims about what was important for students in IPLS classes, but little to no justification supported the claim in the interview. Neil explained that he taught, “Waves focused on sound because I have audiology students...” Here Neil connected his students’ major and intended profession to a topic he included in his class, but didn’t explicitly justify why he believed that these students needed to learn about this topic. For instance, what about the study of sound as waves most matters to audiology students and why? Neil also explained that he met with faculty from a health professions department to discuss the topics he includes in his course. “One of the things I discovered, optics is out. Don't do optics, but some other things like for example, understanding voltage around neuroscience is important. Mechanics in muscular structure is important.” Here Neil relied on the recommendations of health professionals for why topics should be included or not included, but did not elaborate further on why this was a sensible way to make decisions that impacted the students in his class. There may have been an assumption that health professions faculty members’ expert opinions on what the life sciences students should learn in physics hold high value for students. As another example where little clear justification was provided in the interview, Dan explained, “My philosophy though is that if it's not relevant, it should not be taught.” Later he talked about his course planning process, and how he looks at each topic he is planning to teach, stating, “…you move on to each topic and I try to answer the question, as much as possible, ‘Why is this important? Why are we teaching this?’” Dan was very thoughtful about choosing topics for his course, but he did not explain in the interview how he personally knew which topics were relevant to current students. His description suggested an independent judgement call. Duncan also talked about what he includes in his course, justifying his choices based on the majors of the students in his course, but didn’t explain beyond that. He said, “I'm going to do waves, which I just think is more applicable to engineers than buoyancy, and buoyancy, I think, is really important for life science majors.” In this example, it was unclear from the interview why Duncan believed that buoyancy was more important than waves to life science majors. In each of these cases, unspecified justifications may
only suggest places where interviewees assumed a shared understanding with researchers and did not expand further than seemed necessary during the interview.

C. Faculty developed these ideas primarily independently from students taking the class

In this section we argue that instructors emphasized priorities for student learning outcomes in IPLS classes that were primarily informed by non-student sources. Instructors in our sample reported picking up course materials and goals from other faculty, especially previous instructors of the class at their institution. For example, Padmini describes using a manuscript and modules developed as part of a colleague’s grant project. Bud also got materials from a colleague who developed them at his institution. At times, these peer-to-peer faculty discussions conveyed assumptions about what could be reasonably expected of “this” student population. Another faculty, Neil, shares that he “talked to the previous year’s faculty [about] what the students are willing to do and what they're not willing to do and where they can go with that.”

Physics faculty also cited local life sciences faculty or medical professionals as influencing their prioritization of learning outcomes and course content. For example, Padmini says, “All the time. I collaborated [with a retired radiologist]... she proofreads our stuff... She knows all the medical part, and so she was proofreading my stuff and I just did physics.” Harley reported talking frequently with a faculty member from biology while he learned about biology examples to use in his IPLS class. Clearly, health, medical, and life sciences faculty and professionals influenced curricular choices of physics instructors in our study.

Discussion with other faculty was the primary source of information about what is “important” or “relevant” to students, mentioned by 13 out of 14 interviewees in our sample. One participant reported that the Vision & Change Report, published by the AAAS, weighed on the desired student outcomes of his IPLS course. Two other participants described referring to biology or physiology textbooks for developing materials for their IPLS students.

Fewer participants described students as influencing IPLS curriculum or learning goals. In two cases, instructors said that they directly invited students to share their interest areas, one outside of class time at optional discussions (Bruce) and one during class time (Bud). In these cases, the faculty intentionally shaped the course around current student interests and concurrent studies in students’ life sciences classes. Bruce reported using students’ ideas for examples in the class for future academic terms, and only from the subset of students with whom he had personal interactions outside of scheduled class or office hours time.

Three others reported attention to current students’ needs and concurrent disciplinary studies (Billy, Harley and Greta), but it wasn’t clear how these instructors established that knowledge. For example, Harley connects concepts in the IPLS class to “whatever they’re studying,” but it’s not clear from the interview what else students are learning or how Harley knows this information. Most interviews that we analyzed (9 out of 14) contained no evidence that the instructor relied on current student input during course planning throughout the academic term.

Exploration of our sample of interviews provided strong evidence that IPLS instructors rely on other faculty to determine learning outcomes for students, but little evidence suggested that current students have much “voice in the classroom” in terms of deciding IPLS curriculum in most cases in this sample [22-24].

IV. LIMITATIONS

Interviews captured instructors’ reports on course planning and class time, but not direct observations, which may differ. Further, we described unspecified justifications and the relatively small presence of student voice in course planning, but the interview protocol did not specifically emphasize probing for details about these points. As such, our claim that other faculty had a greater influence than current students had on curriculum is limited to the aspects of course planning that interviewees felt most relevant to share. Finally, our preliminary analysis relied on a reduced dataset focused on moments related to students, omitting parts of interviews that we deemed more relevant to the design of the Living Physics Portal [16].

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We found that faculty relied primarily on assumptions about students’ interests and future professions, and on other faculty to justify their curricular choices. A significant opportunity exists to improve equity in IPLS classes by inviting students’ voices in the classroom to shape the direction of the class each term [22]. Our finding about the contested nature of choosing topics to appear in an IPLS course (torque, circular motion, optics), aligns with prior documentation of physics faculty’s vigorous discussions around these classes [13], and reveals some of physics instructors’ values [14-15]. We invite faculty to maintain adaptability within IPLS classes and to draw more from current students to make curricular design decisions [27-29].
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